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Abstract- With the recent emergence of business being 

conducted over the Internet companies are inevitably using 

information technology to cut costs increase productivity

reduce the time required to develop new products harness the 

collective expertise of their employees, and create an extended 

enterprise by forging closer relationships with their customers

suppliers distributors and partners in order to remain 

competitive.There is a lot of risk behind the fast development 

of E-Business. It is significant to identify and control risks 

better for advancing the development of E-Business. This is 

necessary to classify and know about the risks of E-commence 

enterprises. The paper analyses the process of risk 

management to E- commence and give a multi-layer tactic 

framework of risk management. 
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.INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Today, the enterprises have already realized their 
essential property and competitive advantages’ origin is their 
effective management and the use of organization’s 

 

knowledge. The digital revolution did not only change the 

 

way in which the enterprises collect, store up and process the 
consumer behavior but also change the method the business 

 

formulates the price, promoting and retails the products, 

 

moreover enhances their ability. The information system and 
information technology’s development can make the 
enterprises to accumulate the massive consumers’ data and 
the information with collecting consumer’s characteristic 

 

and the information about their purchase way, which is 
gradually very beneficial to increase the enterprise 

 

marketing ability. Along with the computer and Internet 

 

swift development, electronic commerce by its high 

 

efficiency characteristics, low cost's superiority and market 
globalization has the unprecedented influence to world 

 

economics' development. Not only it affects enterprise's 

 

management behavior and consumer's consumer behavior 

 

microscopically, and will affect macroscopically the 
international trade relations and the competitive power of 

 

country in the future. However, in the electronic commerce 

 

development's process, the opportunity and the risk 

 

coexistence, researching electronic commerce risk, and 

 

control electronic commerce risk, which are very important 

 

to electronic commerce's healthy development. 

 

. ELECTRONIC COMMERCE CONNOTATION 

Along with the electronic technology and the Internet 

 

development, the information technology is introduced in 

 

the business activity, electronic commerce begins. Electronic 

commerce is commercial activity in the computer network 

 

(mainly points to the Internet network) platform, according 

 

to certain standard development. When the enterprise lets its 

 

primary service through the enterprise intranet (Intranet) 

 

exterior net (Extranet) as well as Internet and enterprise's 

 

staff members, the customer, supply and sales business as 

 

well as the partner is connected directly, occurs each kind of 

 

activity is electronic commerce. Macroscopically speaking, 

e-commerce is the information network’s new-brand 

 

application, and establishes one kind of new economic order 

 

through the e- method. It involves the e- technology and the 

 

commercial trade itself, moreover involves other social 

 

stratification such as finance, tax affairs, education.  

Electronic commerce has changed the traditional round 

 

turns exchange way face-to-face, also has broken the old 

 

some business model, causing the enterprise face the entire 

 

world through the network, has provided each week 7 days 

 

for the user, daily 24 hour all-weather services. Electronic 

 

commerce scale explosives growth year by year. In 2007 the 

 

whole world electronic commerce's transaction value 

 

surpassed 1. 2,000,000,000,000 US dollars, in 2008, our 

 

country's electronic commerce volume of trade amounted to 

 

more than 600 hundred million US dollars. Therefore, 

 

country governments and so on US, European Union, Japan, 

Singapore favor electronic commerce this new continent in 

abundance at present and think generally electronic 

commerce will be important propelling force of world 

 

economic development in the future. 

 

 

The characteristics of the e-commerce are a broader 

 

environment, a broader market, a faster circulation and a 

 

lower price, meeting the time requirement. The e- commerce 

 

covers services including the exchange of information, the 

 

pre-sale and the post-sale service, the company and the trade 

partners may together have and operate the shared 

 

commercial methods and so on. 
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